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Tenure(-Track) Professors
Dr. Andrew Brown, Associate Professor
Dr. Gabriel Cler, Assistant Professor
Dr. Tanya Eadie, Professor
Dr. Sara Kover, Associate Professor
Dr. Patricia Kuhl, Professor
Dr. Adrian KC Lee, Professor
Dr. Ludo Max, Professor
Dr. Amy Pace, Associate Professor
Dr. Yi Shen, Associate Professor
Dr. Shannon Sheppard, Assistant Professor
Dr. Kristie Spencer, Professor

Research Professors
Dr. Annette Estes, Research Professor
Dr. Erin Ingvalson, Research Associate Professor
Dr. Christina Zhao, Research Assistant Professor

Teaching Professors
Dr. Michael Burns, Associate Teaching Professor
Julie Dalessio, Associate Teaching Professor
Jacqueline Daniels, Associate Teaching Professor
Julie Dunlap, Associate Teaching Professor
Shaye Kawashima, Assistant Teaching Professor
Melissa Kokaly, Assistant Teaching Professor
Kate Krings, Associate Teaching Professor
Kelsey Leighton, Associate Teaching Professor
Dr. Amy Rodda, Associate Teaching Professor
Dr. Cara Sauder, Assistant Teaching Professor
Dr. John Thorne, Associate Teaching Professor

Lecturers
Dr. Susan Anderson, Lecturer
Seth Hayden, Lecturer
Lisa Illich, Lecturer
Leslie Kot, Lecturer
Carla McMin, Lecturer
Courtney Murray, Lecturer
Emily Wilson, Lecturer